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the second feature of the financial system is that the financial system is innovative,
which means that the financial system is improving and develops. and the third is that
the financial system of this country is not only stable, but also is a source of economic
growth. he recognized each of those mechanisms, including in his assertion that the
treasury department, which maintained the highest interest rates in history, was the

reason for the collapsing market of 2008, and a major contributor to the following
recession. he argued that the near-zero interest rate policies adopted since the

recession began were not in the economic interests of the united states -- driving
stock and housing prices down and otherwise destabilizing the economy. in today's
battle, he noted that the fed has brought interest rates to zero and below, and that

the banks, in turn, have absorbed a lot of bad debt that the government might
otherwise be on the hook for. a new study by two canadian researchers compared the
language of facebook posts made by men and women, and found that men were more

likely to complain about their physical health. the analysis found that women
generally expressed greater positive affect, whereas men focussed more on the

negative. the analysis suggests that many people prefer to complain on facebook, and
that men may use this service more often. the common expression of negative affect

in friendships may represent a cultural expectation. researchers say it may also reflect
differences in personality. while the cost of the initiatives implemented by the two

governments can vary significantly, most are aimed at the basic access to sanitation,
the basic needs for water supply, and the basic healthcare, including immunization
services for children. as these services are targeted in many programs, it is possible
to identify the conditions that explain the risk of failure or success. the reason why

may be because of weak governance, corruption, war, poor planning or neglecting the
basic services in the area. the need is to be able to control, measure and evaluate the

impact of the interventions.
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he emphasized that the united states has put forward proposals which would
empower syrians themselves to find the political and security solutions that are

needed to rebuild their country, and change the dangerous pattern of rebellion and
extremism that has now emerged in syria. he said obama is committed to supporting
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all of those efforts and to the support of the political transition in syria. this strategy is
based on a very clear, though solemn, pledge that if bashar al-assad wins the war, he

will be on his way out. we can talk about it at length, but nobody is going to
understand its nuances except those who were there, he said, referring to the

meeting between obama and assad that he said ended up in an empty room. and if
we are making a critical judgment of an important conversation that didnt take place,
then we are in a very, very bad place. i hope that the president will communicate to
the rest of the world the seriousness with which he views this crisis. we all need to

know that the united states is serious about preserving the gains and taking the steps
required to preserve the gains of the arab uprisings that have unfolded in the region.
the working group's discussions thursday afternoon of a three-hour period focused on

the drivers' use of the brake and accelerator pedal during the closing laps. they
consisted of a discussion of strategy, a discussion of the change in lap times, the

avoidance of spin outs and a discussion of drivers making contact with one another.
towards the end of the afternoon session, jeff gordon, a competitor in the race, asked
a few drivers to look at a possible issue. jeff gordon approached michael andretti to

request that drivers, including michael schumacher, the defending champion, be
seated during the telecast. a few drivers and pit crews looked at the feedback from

espn. espn's desire to show the drivers at their best was a major factor in the decision
to leave schumacher un-seated. during the next two hours, the teams provided

information to the working group on mechanics and car handling. that was followed by
a discussion of the ircc's vetting procedures and requirements of the mechanics. the

team, drivers and espn are in agreement to move forward with the telecast.
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